My War Memories, 1914-1918
At our embassies in allied and neutral countries, and also in the occupied districts in the East, military propaganda offices were established as branches of Colonel von Ha^fton's organization, working up, with an o.yo to tho special circumstances of the country, the material supplied from the central organization, and then distributing it. They worked in the closest touch with the ambassador.
It was quite impossible for Colonel von Ilaofton by himself to recover all the ground that we had lost in the lung; years before, and after, the outbreak of war, and to get cm equal terms with the enemy propaganda and the public opinion it had created in neutral countries, let alone to penetrate into the enemy countries themselves. The insular position of England and America made this impossible. The gates of entry into Franco, were Spain and Switzerland. From Spain we were cut off, and thvre was nothing left but the short Swiss frontier, This applied tu Italy as well
The German propaganda was only kept goins with difficulty. In spite of all our efforts, its achievements, in comparison to the magnitude of the task, were inadeeiuatc* We produced no real effect on the enemy peoples, With them a strong Government, with its heart in the war, ruthlessly suppressed every sentiment of weakness or softness, and all talk of peace, especially a reaV " peace of understanding/1
In neutral countries, and among our allies, too, we achieved next to nothing.
We also attempted to carry on propaganda on the enemy fronts. In the East the Russians were the authors of their own collapse, and our work there was of secondary importance. In the West the fronts of our enemies had not been made susceptible by the state of public opinion in their home countries, and the propaganda we gradually introduced had no success*
Matters would have been different if the Chancellor had supported Colonel von Hacften with all the authority of his high office and with real resolution, I often begged him to create some great organization, It became undeniably essential to establish an Imperial Ministry of Propaganda. I attached the more importance to this, as propaganda by the speeches of

